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Determining whether a given Petri net is live, or bounded, are major issues in Petri net analysis 
both from theoretical and practical point of views. Many known results from the literature state 
necessary and/or sufficient conditions for liveness or boundedness in terms of structural proper- 
ties, for nets with particular valuations on the arcs. They involve a few basic and remarkable 
substructures such as deadlocks, traps and preconservative components (pee) which thus appear 
to play a very fundamental role in the actual dynamic behaviour of nets. However, the problem 
of designing efficient (polynomial) algorithms for systematically finding such substructures 
(possibly satisfying additional properties) doesn’t seem to have been addressed so far. We show 
in this paper that by reformulating the conditions defining deadlocks (respectively traps, pee’s) 
in terms of logic programming problems featuring the special structure known as Horn- 
satisfiability, polynomial algorithms can be derived for solving the following problems: (i) find 
a deadlock (respectively trap, pee) containing a specified subset of places (or decide that the given 
Petri net does not contain any), (ii) find a minimal deadlock (respectively minimal trap, minimal 
pee) containing a specified subset of places, (iii) find a covering of the places by deadlocks (respec- 
tively traps, pee’s) or decide that no such covering exists. 
The approach presented in this paper thus appears to provide an appropriate framework for 
addressing algorithmic and computational problems related to Petri net analysis. In particular, 
it has already proved to be a powerful tool for solving recognition problems relating to special 
classes of Petri nets (e.g. proving Commoner’s structural property in polynomial time, see 
Minoux and Barkaoui 1988). 
1. Introduction 
Since the pioneering work of Petri [38], what is now referred to as Petri net 
theory, has been widely recognized as a powerful conceptual tool for modelling and 
analyzing the behaviour of finite state dynamic systems such as those arising: 
- in computer design and architecture (multiprocessor systems, sharing and 
allocation of computing resources, design of VLSI chips implementing parallel com- 
putations etc.); 
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- in the context of protocols for telecommunication systems and networks, in 
particular for specification and validation purposes; 
- in flexible manufacturing systems where flows of manufactured parts and 
available resources can often be easily represented in terms of a Petri net evolution. 
(For a survey of such or related applications, see e.g. Peterson [36]). 
Starting with Commoner, Hack and others in the early 70’s, a huge amount of 
research effort has been devoted to Petri net theory during the last 15 years. As one 
of the outcomes of this, many rather negative results were obtained, showing the 
intrinsic difficulty of solving most basic problems relating to Petri net analysis such 
as: the exponential-time hardness and exponential-space hardness of reachability 
and boundedness problems [28]; the undecidability of the equality of the reach- 
ability sets of two Petri nets [20] (complexity issues relating to Petri nets are further 
discussed e.g. in [25,23]). During the same period, many attempts at circumventing 
the difficulty of the general case by considering particular subclasses of nets arising 
in connection with specific applications, proved to be successful, leading to various 
necessary and sufficient conditions for liveness and/or boundedness of nets in those 
classes. A brief overview of these developments will be found in Section 3 below. 
Interestingly enough, it turns out that many of the above-mentioned conditions 
apply to the special case of nets with all valuations equal to unity, and nicely involve 
the intimate combinatorial structure of the nets, in that they can be expressed in 
terms of a few basic and remarkable substructures (such as deadlocks, traps and 
preconservative components) which thus appear to play a very fundamental role in 
the actual dynamic behaviour of the nets. 
However, most of these results are conceptual rather than constructive, in the 
sense that they relate the liveness or boundedness properties of a net to the existence 
or nonexistence of substructures (like deadlocks or traps) having such or such 
properties: they do not tell anything about algorithms to actually find out the cor- 
responding substructures. 
Though the availability of such computational tools is undoubtedly a major con- 
dition for Petri nets to have a more significant impact on practical applications, 
curiously such algorithmic issues do not seem to have been thoroughly investigated 
up to now in the literature. 
In the present paper, the question of whether efficient (polynomial) algorithms 
exist for finding deadlocks and traps in a given Petri net (or for deciding that none 
exists in the given net) is investigated and answered positively. 
To our knowledge, this has been, until now, an open question. Among the very 
few attempts at solving similar or related problems, Sifakis [41] presents a procedure 
based on Boolean function manipulations for enumerating all deadlocks in a given 
Petri net; obviously, since the number of these may grow exponentially with the size 
of the nets considered, the worst-case complexity of the procedure is intrinsically 
nonpolynomial. Toudic [42,43] states the conditions for a deadlock (respectively a 
trap) as an integer linear system, and applies general integer linear programming 
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techniques to give an explicit form of the solutions which involves a matrix with as 
many rows as minimal deadlocks (respectively traps) in the network; here again, 
since the number of minimal deadlocks (respectively traps) may grow exponentially 
with network size, this approach could not give rise to polynomial algorithms. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
We first show in Section 4 that the problem of finding deadlocks in a given Petri 
net can be expressed as a logic programming problem, leading to identify deadlocks 
with the set of solutions of a Boolean equation in conjunctive normal form (or 
“satisfiability problem”). It is then shown that the resulting expression features the 
special structure known as Horn-clause satisfiability in which each clause contains 
at most one uncomplemented variable. From this, efficient (polynomial) algorithms 
are derived for solving a number of basic problems such as: find a deadlock (or 
decide that the given net does not contain any deadlock); find minimal deadlocks 
(i.e., deadlocks properly containing no other deadlock); find a covering of the set 
of places by deadlocks (or decide that no such covering exists). For all these prob- 
lems complexity results are derived both for arbitrary Petri nets, and for a special 
class called “bounded transition degree” (BTD) nets. In Section 4.4, the logic 
programming approach is extended to the problems of finding traps and pre- 
conservative components, in each case leading to identify the corresponding 
substructures with the solution set of some Horn-satisfiability problem. Various 
polynomial algorithms and complexity results are then derived for solving basic 
problems involving traps or preconservative components in Petri nets. 
The approach presented here thus appears to provide an appropriate framework 
for addressing algorithmic and computational problems related to Petri net analysis, 
and therefore is likely to serve as a basis for solving many other combinatorial prob- 
lems arising from Petri nets, e.g., recognition problems. An example of this is the 
polynomial-time algorithm described in [34] for proving that some Petri nets have 
or do not have Commoner’s structural property. 
2. Basic concepts in Petri net theory 
2.1. Definitions 
A Petri net Jv= [P, T, U,a] is composed of: 
- an oriented bipartite graph GJy= [PUT, U] where P and Tare two subsets of 
nodes called the “places” and the “transitions” respectively; and U is a subset of 
arcs joining places to transitions or transitions to places; 
- a set of positive integer values associated with the arcs of GJ1/ which we denote 
a(u) for u E U. If u is an arc joining some place p E P to some transition t E T, a(u) 
is also denoted a(p, t). Similarly a(t,p) will be an alternate notation for a(u) when 
u=(t,p) for some teT, PEP. 
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Fig. 1. An example of a Petri net with 3 places and 3 transitions. 
The oriented bipartite graph GJ1/ will be called the Petri net graph associated with 
JV and we will use the following notation: 
np= IPI: number of places, 
+=ITI: number of transitions, 
m= IU\: number of arcs. 
Also, in accordance with Berge’s notations in graph theory [5], S being any subset 
of nodes in G&, we will denote by T+(S) (respectively T-(S)) the subset of nodes 
which are terminal endpoints (respectively initial endpoints) of arcs originating 
(respectively terminating) in S. Also we agree to set T(S) = T+(S) UT-(S). 
Figure 1 shows an example of a Petri net with 3 places and 3 transitions. Accor- 
ding to the classical way of drawing Petri nets, places are represented by circles and 
transitions by rectangles with all input arcs on one side and all output arcs on the 
other side of the rectangle. The positive integer values a(u) are shown near each cor- 
responding arc. Thus, for instance a(p,, t2) = 2; a(t+p,) = 2, etc. 
A special case of interest is when all the integer values a(u) associated with the 
arcs are equal to unity. In the study of structural properties of Petri nets, it is often 
assumed that the nets under consideration satisfy this condition. This is the case for 
many of the known results, recalled in Section 3, relating to liveness and 
boundedness issues, and involving deadlocks and traps. 
2.2. Marked Petri nets and dynamic behaviour 
A Petri net JV is marked when, with each place p, one associates an integer 
number M(p) representing the current amount of some resource available at place 
p. M(p) is usually called the number of tokens present at place p. Graphically, 
tokens are represented as dots inside the circles corresponding to the places. 
The marks (or number of tokens) in the places of a Petri net can be made to 
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change over time through the process of firing transitions. A transition t E T is said 
to be fireable for some marking M if and only if 
Vp E r-‘(t): M(p) 2 a(p, t). (1) 
When condition (1) is satisfied for some t E T, then firing t results in a new set of 




Vp not belonging to r-(t) U T’(t), 
M(P) - a(p, t) VP ET-(t), 
M(p) + a(t,p) VP E r’(t). 
Figure 2 illustrates this process of firing a transition. 
2.3. Incidence matrix of a Petri net; liveness and boundedness 
If we agree to set a(p, t) = 0 if (p, t) is not an arc in U, and a(t, p) = 0 if (t, p) is 
not an arc in U, then we can define the npx n, matrix C by: 
V~EP, VteT: C(p,t)=a(t,p)-a(p,t). 
The above matrix C is called the incidence matrix of the given Petri net. As an il- 
lustration, the incidence matrix of the PN shown on Fig. 1 is: 
t1 t2 t3 
Pl -1 -1 +2 
p2 +l -2 0 
P3 i 1 -1 +2 -1 
Let M be an initial set of marks. Let 9 be a sequence of transitions successively 
fireable from M. Then successively firing all the transitions in B yields the new set 
of marks M’: 
M’=M+ Cx (2) 
(a) o/ (b) 
Fig. 2. The effect of firing a transition. The transition on (a) is fireable. (b) shows the changes in the 
number of tokens occurred after firing the transition. 
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(in matrix notation) where, x= (x,, x2, . . . ,x,,)~ is the characteristic vector of 9, 
i.e., 
Xi = number of times transition ti is fired in the sequence 9. 
The importance of matrix relation (2) stems from the fact that it is most useful for 
solving basic analysis issues in Petri nets such as: 
- invariance properties; 
- boundedness properties 
(see e.g. [29,31]). 
The reachability set of a Petri net with initial marking M is the set of all markings 
which can be attained through a sequence of transitions successively fireable from 
M. A Petri net with initial marking M is said to be bounded if there is an integer 
kr 1 such that, for every marking M’ in the reachability set, M’(p)< k (VpeP). 
Given a Petri net with initial marking M, a transition t E T is said to be live if for 
any marking M’ in the reachability set, there exists a sequence of transitions 8 such 
that B is a sequence of transitions successively fireable from M’. A Petri net with 
initial marking M is live if every transition of the net is live. 
3. Deadlocks and traps and their relation to liveness and houndedness issues 
3.1. Deadlocks [22] 
Intuitively, a deadlock is a subset of places which, if none of them is marked at 
the beginning of the Petri net activity, will remain unmarked in all subsequent evolu- 
tion. Deadlocks are characterized by the following property. 
Definition 3.1. A subset of places ZCP is a deadlock iff each transition which is 
input transition of a place in Z is also output transition of a place in Z, in other words 
iff 
r-(z) c r+(z). 
3.2. Traps [22] 
In a similar way, traps are defined as subsets of places such that, if at the start 
the total number of tokens in the subset is strictly positive, then it will remain strictly 
positive in any subsequent evolution. In Petri nets having nonblocking valuations 
(see e.g. [7, Vol. 1, Chapter 51) traps may alternatively be characterized by the 
following property. 
Definition 3.2. A subset of places JC P is a trap iff each transition which is an out- 
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put transition for a place in J is also input transition for a place in J, in other words 
iff 
3.3. Preconservative components (PCC) 
A concept closely related to the above is that of preconservative components 
(PCC) which are subsets of places satisfying both relations (3) and (4), being at the 
same time deadlocks and traps. Preconservative components are relevant to the 
algebraic approach to Petri net analysis since it can easily be shown that the support 
of any p-semi-flow is a PCC. 
A p-semi-flow is a nonnegative integer vector v, E tN 1” satisfying the matrix 
equation: pT. C= 0, where C is the incidence matrix of the net. The set of places 
PEP such that ~~>0 is called the support of ~7, and is denoted supp(p). ~1 is 
minimal if there is no other p-semi-flow 9’ such that supp(~‘)csupp(yl). It can be 
shown [3] that for various classes of Petri nets, the support of any minimal p-semi- 
flow is a minimal PCC, i.e., a minimal solution to equations (3)-(4). 
The properties and algorithms exhibited below for deadlocks and traps will also 
be applicable to PCC’s and to minimal PCC’s. 
3.4. Liveness and boundedness properties of Petri nets involving deadlocks and 
traps 
A number of important results relating to liveness and/or boundedness properties 
of Petri nets involve deadlocks and traps. We recall some of the most important 
below. 
3.4. I. Liveness whatever the initial marking 
A general property which immediately follows from the definition of a deadlock 
is: “a necessary condition for a Petri net (containing more than a single place) to 
be live for every initial marking M, is that it does not contain any deadlock” (cf. 
for instance [7]). 
3.4.2. Commoner’s property [9] 
A marked Petri net JV is said to have Commoner’s property iff every deadlock 
in JV contains at least one trap with at least one place marked w.r.t. the initial 
marking Me. Commoner’s property turns out to be a necessary and/or a sufficient 
condition for liveness in a number of interesting and easy to recognize special cases 
involving nets with nonblocking and homogeneous valuations: 
- the extended free-choice nets (EFC) [I81 which include, in particular, state 
machines and marked graphs; 
- simple graphs (SG) [9]; 
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- the nonself-controlling nets (NSC) [17]; 
- the deterministic buffer synchronization of sequential processes (DSP) [40]. 
Memmi [30] and Barkaoui [3] have proposed unified proofs for these special 
cases. 
3.4.3. Hack’s property [19] 
This property refers to Petri nets which are state machine decomposable (SMD). 
A Petri net Jy whose valuations belong to (0, l} is said to have Hack’s property iff 
(i) it is SMD; (ii) every deadlock in &contains a trap (note that condition (ii) above 
is nothing but the purely structural part of Commoner’s property). 
Necessary and/or sufficient conditions for liveness of Petri nets having Hack’s 
property have been given by Hack [19] for the case of EFC nets, by Memmi [30] 
for the case of NSC nets, and by Barkaoui [3] for the case of simple nets (S). 
For a more extensive survey on basic properties and results on Petri nets, see [33]. 
4. Deadlocks, traps and PCC’s as solutions to Horn-satisfiability problems 
In view of the preceding section, it can be realized that being able to efficiently 
identify substructures like deadlocks, traps and PCC’s (or even minimal such 
substructures) in a given Petri net, or decide that a net does not contain such 
substructures is of major importance for analysis purposes. We show in this section 
that many of these problems indeed can be very efficiently solved by polynomial 
algorithms with low complexity. This will be accomplished by showing that they can 
be reformulated as logicprogrammingproblems featuring a special structure known 
as Horn-clause satisfiability (see e.g. [12,14]). 
We first briefly recall the few basic concepts in logic programming which will be 
used later on. 
4. I. Logic programming and Horn-clause satisfiability 
Consider a set of r Boolean variables x1,x2, . . . , x, where the value taken by each 
variable x, expresses the fact that some elementary (‘atomic’) property 7ci holds true 
(case of xi= 1) or false (case of x,=0). Following standard notation, the Boolean 
variable which corresponds to the negation of property rci (1 rc;) is denoted by X; 
(the complemented form of variable xi). Using the standard symbols A (logical 
and) and v (logical nonexclusive or), a Boolean expression is said to be in conjunc- 
tive normal form (CNF) if it can be written as: 
F=C,AC,A... AC,, 
where Cj (j= 1, . . . . s) are called clauses. 
Each clause C, is a disjunction of literals, a literal being either a variable Xi or its 
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complement R;. We denote by 1 Cj / the number of literals contained in clause Cj. 
Given a Boolean expression such as F, the satisfiability problem (SAT) is to find 
an assignment of values 0 or 1 to each Boolean variable xi in such a way that all 
the clauses simultaneously take on the value 1. 
The fact that the general problem SAT is the prototype of hard-to-solve com- 
binatorial problems is well known since the works by Cook [l l] and Karp [26]. 
However, some special instances of the problem have been shown to be polynomial- 
ly solvable, in particular: 
- the 2-satisfiability problem (2-SAT) where V_Z, 1 Cj 1 I 2, i.e., each clause con- 
tains at most two literals [ll, 13,2,37]; 
- the satisfiability problem for the so-called Horn Formulae (Horn-SAT) which 
are Boolean expressions in CNF with the property that each clause contains at most 
one uncomplemented variable [21,24]. 
For the problems studied in this paper, as we will see, the Horn-SAT model will 
appear to be the relevant one, and we will use as a basic tool the linear time unit 
resolution algorithm (LTUR) described in [32] (a simplified version of the algorithm 
in [12]), together with the following complexity result: 
Theorem 4.1 [12]. Let F=C,AC,A 0.. AC, be a Horn formula with size K = 
Es=, 1 Cj 1. Deciding whether F is satisfiable, and, if yes, exhibiting a solution, can 
be done in worst-case time complexity O(K). 
4.2. Expressing the conditions for a deadlock as a logic programming problem 
Suppose we are given a Petri net JV where P is the set of places and T the set of 
transitions. We want to find out in JV a subset of places ZC P satisfying 
r-(z) G T+(z) (3) 
if there is some, or prove that no such set can exist. 
To do this, we attach to each place p in P a Boolean variable xp and we show 
that condition (3) can be expressed as the conjunction of a set of logical constraints 
on these variables. 
Suppose that a placep belongs to I, i.e., that xp= 1. Then in order for (3) to hold 
it is necessary that, for each transition t or- at least one of the variables x4 
associated with the places q in r-(t) be set to 1 (otherwise we would have t E r-(Z) 
and t $ r’(Z)). 
For given t ET-(P) the above condition can be expressed as: 
x/J =+ V xq 
qcr-(f) 
which can also be restated as satisfying the following disjunction: 
(5) 
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The above is not a Horn clause but can be converted into a Horn clause by carrying 





Now, taking the conjunction of all conditions (6) for all t or- and for all p in 
P we get the Horn expression 
(7) 
Theorem 4.2. All the y vectors satisfying (7) are in l-l correspondence with the 
solutions of (3), i.e., with the deadlocks. 
Proof. Clearly, every vector y corresponding to a deadlock must satisfy (7). 
Conversely, let us show that any solution y to (7) must correspond to a deadlock. 
Assume the contrary, i.e., that there exists t E T such that t er-(I), t @T+(I) 
where Z={p:y,=O). Now, tc$T+(Z) implies r-(t)nZ=0; in other words: 
VqE:T-(t): y,= 1 and Y4=0 
y satisfying (7), this implies that Vp such that t ET-(~): yp= 1 which is equivalent 
to y,= 1 Vp er+(t), from which we conclude t @r-(Z). Thus a contradiction 
results. 0 
4.3. Example 
Consider, as an example, the Petri net shown on Fig. 3. There are four placesp, , 
p2, p3, p4 and four transitions t, , t2, t3, t4. 
_ There is one clause relating to pI since Tp(pl) = {t3}; it reads 
Y1VYz; 
- there is one clause relating to pz since T-(pz) = {t,}; we get 
Y2vP3vg4; 
- there is one clause relating to p3 since r-(p3) = {t, }; we get 
Y3v82; 
_ there are two clauses relating to p4 since rp(p4) = { t2, t,}; these are 
Y4v&v_?3 and Y4vy2. 
Fig. 3. An example of a Petri net graph with 4 places and 4 transitions. 
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The conjunction of all these clauses gives the whole Horn formula corresponding 
to the example: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Consider for instance the subset Z= {pI,p2,p3} which is a deadlock since Z’(Z) = 
{ ci, tz, t,, t4} and Z-(Z) = { tl, t3, t4}. We check that the corresponding y vector: 
Y,=O, Y,=O, Y,=O, y,=l 
is indeed a solution satisfying FD. 
Remark. In the above example, the Horn expression FD has no positive unit clause 
(a clause consisting of a single positive literal) and therefore setting all the y 
variables to 0 gives a solution (indeed, here the whole set of places is a deadlock). 
Such “trivial” solutions arise, for instance, in nets for which each transition has at 
least one input and one output place. However in Section 5, slightly more general 
problems will be addressed, for instance: find whether a given subset of places 
contains a deadlock or not. In the case of Fig. 3 looking for a deadlock contained 
in the subset {p2,p4} would lead (setting y, = 1 and y3 = 1) to the expression 
which contains a positive unit clause and therefore is not satisfied by setting y2 = 
y4 = 0. 
4.4. Horn expressions for traps and PCC’s 
The case of traps can be dealt with in a way quite similar to that of deadlocks. 
Associating with each place p a Boolean variable y, (yP = 0 iff p belongs to a trap) 
the Horn expression corresponding to traps reads 
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Also, referring to Section 3.3, the expression corresponding to preconservative com- 
ponents is F,r\F,, the conjunction of (7) and (8). We can thus state the analogue 
to Theorem 4.2: 
Theorem 4.3. (i) All the y vector satisfying (8) are in 1 - 1 correspondence with the 
solutions of (4), i.e., with the traps. 
(ii) All the y vectors satisfying F,r\F, are in l-l correspondence with the 
PCC’S. 
5. Some polynomially solvable problems in Petri nets 
5. I. Complexity results for deadlock problems 
A parameter relevant to the analysis to follow is the size of the Horn formula FD 
expressed in terms of the total number of occurrences of literals. An elementary 
counting argument leads to the following: 
Property 5.1. The total number of occurrences of literals in the Horn formula FD 
is 
IFDI 5,&U + IT-(t)l). Ir+(t)l. (9) 
Observing that, in an arbitrary network, IT’(t)\ 5 IPl (Vt) and Ir-(t)ls IPI 
(Vt) and if we define m+= CtET Ir+(t)l, m-= CtET IT-(t)l, (9) implies: 
IFol <m++m-- IPI; 
lFDl <rn++rn’. IPI. 
Hence, we have: 
Corollary 5.2. For a general Petri net graph 
(m+ is the total number of arcs joining the transitions to the places and rn- is the 
total number of arcs joining the places to the transitions in the graph). 
The above result can be refined for the special class of graphs (almost always en- 
countered in applications) for which either the in-degrees of the transitions or the 
out-degrees of the transitions are bounded by a fixed constant k (independent from 
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the size-number of nodes, number of arcs-of the net). This class of graphs will 
be denoted (BTD) (“bounded transition degrees”). 
Corollary 5.3. For BTD Petri net graphs, the size of the Horn formula (7) is O(m) 
i.e., grows linearly with respect to the size of the net (expressed in terms of the 
number of arcs). 
Proof. If ‘dt E T Ir’(t)l Sk for some fixed constant k (independent from n and 
m), then from (9) 
lFDl <m’+km-. 
If Vt E T Ire(t)1 I k for some fixed constant k (independent from n and m), then 
lFDl sm’+km’. 
Thus, in each of the above cases, IF01 is O(m). 0 
Given any Petri net graph, we now show that the following problems can be 
solved in polynomial time: 
(Dl) For any pair of disjoint subsets of places S, and S1 find a deadlock Z such 
that Ztl S, = 0, I> S, or decide that no such deadlock exists. Such a problem will be 
denoted DP(Sa, St ). 
(D2) For any S,, , S1 (S, II St = 0) find a minimal deadlock containing S, and no 
element in Se, i.e., a solution Z to DP(S,, S,) such that no other Z’CZ is a solution 
to DP(&,, S, ). 
(D3) Find a covering of the set of places by deadlocks or decide that no such 
covering exists. 
We can then state: 
Proposition 5.4. (i) Problem (Dl) can be solved in complexity O(lFDI) in the 
general case and O(m) complexity for BTD graphs; 
(ii) problem (D2) can be solved in complexity O(ni. /Fol) in the general case 
and O(nz. m) complexity for BTD graphs; 
(iii) problem (D3) can be solved in complexity O(np + IF0 I) in the general case 
and O(n,. m) complexity for BTD graphs. 
Proof. (i) For any St, and St (Sefl S1 =0) solving DP(S,, S,) amounts to looking 
for a satisfying solution to F. where the variables yp for p E S, have been fixed to 
1 and the variables y,, for p ES~ have been fixed to 0. Due to these fixations of 
variables, the Horn formula F. can be reduced to another Horn formula FL with 
IFA) zs lFDj. Applying the LTUR algorithm (cf. Section 4.1 and [32]) to FL gives 
the result. 
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(ii) A possible way for finding a minimal deadlock is to apply the following pro- 
cedure. 
Solve DP(S,,S,). If the problem has no solution, stop. Otherwise, let Z be a 
solution. Zis a candidate for being a minimal deadlock. Now, solve the 111 problems 
DP(S, U {p}, S,) for p running through I. If none of these problems has a solution, 
then Z is indeed a minimal deadlock satisfying I> S, , S, fl Z= 0 and the procedure 
terminates. Otherwise if for some p $ S1, DE’@, U {p}, S1 ) has a solution I’ G Z (ob- 
viously I’ does not contain p, thus IZ’ 1 I III - l), then take I’ as the new candidate, 
update Se to Se U {p} and repeat the above until minimality of the current can- 
didate has been obtained. 
The above requires at most: IZI + (II I - 1) + ... + 1 applications of the LTUR 
algorithm. Since Ill ‘n, this number has worst-case bound +n,(n,+ 1) and the 
result follows. 
(iii) In order to get a covering of the places by deadlocks, it is enough to solve 
the np problems DP(S,, St) taking Se = 0 and S, = (p} for all places p successively. 
If, for somep E P, DP(O, {p}) has no solution, then there is no covering of the places 
by deadlocks, otherwise, the solutions of the various problems DP(O, {p}) (for all 
p E P) form a covering. 
All this can be done with np applications of the LTUR algorithm, hence the 
result follows. 0 
Concerning problem (D2) let us mention that graph-theoretical characterizations 
of minimality for deadlocks have been studied by Bermond and Memmi [6] and 
Barkaoui [3]. 
5.2. Complexity results for traps and preconservative components 
The same basic problems as for deadlocks can be considered for traps and solved 
in polynomial time: 
(Tl) Find a trap J such that Jtl Se=0 and .Z>S, for prescribed subsets So and 
s, (S, n s, = 0). 
(T2) Find a minimal trap containing S, and no element in Se for given Se and Sr 
(s, n s, = 0). 
(T3) Find a covering of the set of places by traps (or decide that no such covering 
exists). 
We have then: 
Proposition 5.5. (i) Problem (Tl) can be solved in complexity O(JF,I) in the 
general case and in O(m) complexity for BTD graphs; 
(ii) problem (T2) can be solved in complexity O(ni I FTI) in the general case, and 
O(nzm) complexity for BTD graphs; 
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(iii) problem (T3) can be solved in complexity O(n, 1 F,I) in the general case, and 
O(n,m) complexity for BTD graphs. 
Similar complexity results can obviously be derived for preconservative com- 
ponents. In particular, minimal preconservative components (MPCC’s) which play 
a special role in Petri net analysis (see [3]) can be identified in the case of general 
Petri net graphs, in time complexity (5. lFPCc 1) where iFPCC 1 I (1 + m) IP I. 
For the case of BTD graphs, the resulting complexity becomes O(ni. m). 
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